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FOREWORD
T

his event was almost two years in the making. The strong interest of Dr Julia
Ipgrave and Maurice Irfan Coles in the relationship between the secular and the
religious in the sphere of education follows last year’s event for primary schoolchildren on faith and the media. One of the key concerns of the Christian Muslim
Forum is the engagement between people of faith and secular society and organisations. This strategic commitment is to the good of society as a whole, not just of
the two faith communities. ‘Belief and Being in School’ set out to answer the question, ‘is belief relevant to teaching in secular schools and how can faith contribute
positively?’
We gratefully acknowledge funding from the Faith Communities Capacity Building
Fund which enabled delivery of this project. This positive response is a recognition of how such an event could usefully build the capacity of teachers of faith,
and schools through them. The conference was a tremendous encouragement to all
who took part. For some it was an experience of realising that they were not ‘the
only inter faith-aware teacher in the village’! For many it was a practical reminder
that the issues facing Muslims and Christians are very similar. As a group we were
encouraged that Christian teachers could have a useful role in speaking on behalf
of Muslim pupils and that the presence of Muslims in schools raised the profile of
faith to the benefit of people of other religions.
The ‘added value’ of this event, compared to other inter faith initiatives, is that it
created new friends and new partners. The Forum’s work with the Association of
Christian Teachers and the Muslim Teacher Association resulted in their representatives, our keynote speakers, ‘singing from the same hymnsheet’ as the keynote
session was a seamless double act. Additionally, our event broke new ground in
that the delegates were not the familiar inter faith faces. Expanding the impact and
contribution of inter faith in this way was extremely encouraging for us. The Forum
now has the opportunity and responsibility to take this engagement into the future.
Dr Musharraf Hussain, Dr Nicholas Wood, Presidents
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
F

or a 24 hour period in March 2008 almost 50 educationalists of faith who work
in secular environments came together to discuss issues of mutual concern and
interest. Conceived by the two Christian and Muslim education specialists on the
Christian Muslim Forum (Forum), the conference was jointly planned and executed
by Forum members in conjunction with colleagues from the Muslim Teacher Association (MTA), and from the Association of Christian Teachers (ACT). The planning,
execution and conference report were all predicated upon one key principle that is
fundamental to the Christian Muslim Forum itself: we must model behaviour of joint
discourse, agreement and presentation, so that at all times conference was a joint
effort equally shared by Christian and Muslim believers, conducted in a spirit of
openness and love.

The conference aimed to:
1. Bring together teachers and assistants working in secular settlings so that they
might enjoy each other’s company
2. Encourage them to discuss common professional issues related to their experiences as people of faith in a non-faith environment
3. Learn something of the techniques of Scriptural Reasoning so that participants
might take these techniques back to their own institutions
4. Provide a choice of workshops designed to explore issues in more depth
5. Offer a series of recommendations
6. Be fun!!

The conference consisted of:
Four discrete but related sessions. The first comprised mixed group sessions, jointly
facilitated by a Christian and a Muslim colleague, who looked in depth at issues
and challenges facing teachers and assistants of faith in secular settings.
The second was the keynote, ‘Calling and Service’, jointly planned, delivered and
facilitated by Rupert Kaye (ACT) and Rukhsana Yaqoob (MTA). Their central message
permeated the whole conference: teachers of faith must not be silent, must live
their faith in the secular setting in which they found themselves, and must be open
and honest about their beliefs.
An introduction to Scriptural Reasoning provided the third session where Samir
Mahmoud and Sarah Snyder from Cambridge University explained the background to,
and point and purpose of scriptural reasoning. They then briefly modeled the techniques using passages from the Bible and the Qur’an.
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For the fourth session, colleagues chose two of five workshops. Rupert Kaye (ACT)
facilitated Faith Based Approaches to Good Discipline and Effective Classroom
Management. Maurice Irfan Coles (Forum) gave participants a taste of Spiritual
Education, ‘Making it work for you’; Julia Ipgrave (Forum) explored issues of Faith
and Citizenship. The fourth workshop, facilitated by Trevor Cooling, Director of the
Transforming Lives Project, critically examined Faith in the National Curriculum. In
the final workshop Lubna Lone and Nawashish Bokhari (both MTA) bravely undertook ‘Controversial Issues.’
The final session, Recommendations and Next Steps, provided participants with the
opportunity to effect strategic change by targeting recommendations to key bodies.

During the conference participants made the following key points:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Faith was a key part of people’s personal and professional identities
The experience of Christian and Muslim educationalists in these settings was
remarkably similar
Colleagues needed to be sensitive about how explicit they were in declaring
their faith background to pupils and needed to be careful to teach rather than
to preach
The position in many non-faith schools was implicitly one of default atheism this ought to be challenged!
The ideal was the creation of openness which would allow pupils and teachers
of faith to live their faith
Teachers and assistants must model behaviours and demonstrate an open
minded passion
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Participants expressed the following views about the conference:
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘After a long time, I felt it is not a bad thing to be a Muslim and live in Britain’
‘This has been one of the most positive and enriching meetings I have been in, and I
would very much welcome more’
‘I found the opportunity for open discussion on faith issues really stimulating’
‘I enjoyed just meeting, talking, discussing with delightful people with shared values,
some of the same faith and many of a different faith,’
‘It was spiritually uplifting’
100 % of those who completed the evaluations forms found the conference good or
excellent with 80% declaring it excellent.

Participants made the following key recommendations:
•

•
•
•

•

The Forum should hold more conferences like this, only longer and perhaps in different regional locations. The Forum should encourage government to continue with their
conference subsidy
The Forum should consider a discrete session on scriptural reasoning
The Forum should ensure maximum coverage of this conference
The Training and Development Agency (TDA) should be encouraging teachers of faith to
live their faith in action in our secular schools, not in terms of preaching but rather in
terms of modeling behaviours and, where appropriate, using their faith based values in
the classroom
The TDA should be encouraged to discuss and challenge the implicit position of ‘default
atheism’ as the model for young people in our secular schools.

Maurice Irfan Coles closed this extremely successful conference by praising all those involved in
running such a successful event, and by thanking
everybody for their uplifting participation. He concluded by saying that, ‘Events like this, bringing
together Christians and Muslims in harmony with
a shared agenda gives the lie to Enoch Powell’s
dire predictions of 40 years ago when he foresaw disharmony and discord. That Christians
and Muslims can work so well together clearly
indicates that we have come from forebodings
of ‘rivers of blood’ to joyful ‘rivers of love.’
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PREAMBLE
‘A

fter a long time, I felt it is not a bad thing to be a Muslim and live in Britain’,
wrote one Muslim participant in his conference evaluation. ‘This has been one
of the most positive and enriching meetings I have been in, and I would very much
welcome more’, praised another. ‘I found the opportunity for open discussion on
faith issues really stimulating,’ wrote a third. The sentiment, ‘I enjoyed just meeting, talking, discussing with delightful people with shared values, some of the same
faith and many of a different faith,’ eloquently summed up the overriding view of
the conference.
These comments are typical of the oral and written evaluations and epitomize the
wonderful open, friendly, and compassionate inputs and dialogue shared by the 14
Muslims and 32 Christians privileged to attend this first ever conference specially designed to bring together teachers, assistants and education consultants from the Muslim
and Christian faith who work in secular (as opposed to faith based) environments.
This report is divided into four parts and aims to capture some of the spirit of the
work we undertook at Staverton Hotel. It has been written both as a conference
report for those who attended but is also designed to be read and understood by
those who were unable to be present. It outlines the planning, the aims and the
programme itself. It offers participants’ analysis of the perceptions of the key issues
and challenges facing those of faith teaching in secular settings. It highlights the excellent and well received presentation made by Rupert Kaye and Rukhsana Yaqoob
and describes the informative and enlightening Scriptural Reasoning dialogue. The
content and flow of the four workshops are briefly narrated. The report ends with
an analysis of the evaluations, which were echoed in the closing remarks, recommendations and next steps.
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PART ONE:
BACKGROUND, AIMS
AND THE
CONFERENCE
PROGRAMME
T

he conference emanated from discussions held by Maurice Irfan Coles (Muslim
educational specialist, Forum) and Julia Ipgrave (Christian educational specialist, Forum) after their second Forum event for young people. Both reported that
they had had conversations with Muslim and Christian teachers and assistants who
taught in secular, non-faith schools who were struggling with the expression of their
faith in environments which range from supportive, through indifferent, to even hostile to faith perspectives. The specialists outlined a conference proposal to the full
forum who endorsed it wholeheartedly. Julian Bond, Christian Director immediately
and successfully bid to the Faith Communities’ Capacity Building Fund (FCCBF) who
agreed to subsidize the event, and to whom we are very grateful.
Conference planning was undertaken by the two education Forum specialists, Julian
Bond and the recently appointed Muslim Director, Steven Longden. Rupert Kaye
and Geoff Coggins attended on behalf of the Association of Christian Teachers
(ACT), and Lubna Lone, Naz Bokhari and Rukhsana Yaqoob – on behalf of the Muslim Teachers Association (MTA).
One key principle dominated all planning sessions and the conference itself: Like
the forum, we must model behaviour of joint discourse, agreement and presentation so that at all times conference was a joint effort equally shared by Christians
and Muslims believers, conducted in a spirit of openness and love.
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After considerable discussion the planning group agreed the following programme:
Friday 14th March
18:30 Arrival and registration
19:00 Dinner
20:30 Evening session: welcome and quiz night
21:30 Free time
Saturday 15th March
9:00 Arrival and registration for day delegates
9:30 Introduction and aims for the day
9:50 Group discussions: issues and challenges facing those of faith in secular settings
10:30 Feedback
10:40 Coffee break
11:10 Keynote: Calling and Service (Rupert Kaye and Rukhsana Yaqoob)
12:10 Scriptural Reasoning: reflection on scripture passages with themes common to
Christians and Muslims
12:45 Lunch (opportunities for Christian and Muslim Prayer)
13:45 Workshop 1
14:30 Workshop 2
15:15 Recommendations and Next Steps
15:45 Close
16:00 Depart

The planning group also agreed upon the following conference intended outcomes:

Conference aims
•
•
•
•
•
•

To bring together teachers and assistants working in secular settlings so that they might socially enjoy each other’s company.
To encourage them to discuss common professional issues related to their experiences as
people of faith in a non-faith environment.
To learn something of the techniques of Scriptural Reasoning so that participants might take
these techniques back to their own institutions.
To provide a choice of workshops designed to explore issues in more depth.
To offer a series of recommendations and suggestions for the next stage.
To be fun!!
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PART TWO:
THE CONFERENCE
Evening session: Friday 14th march

R

esidential colleagues were encouraged to watch excerpts from, and then critically comment on the video, Peacemakers (www.peacemakers.tv). They then
enjoyed a wonderful quiz evening when mixed teams of Christians and Muslims answered a range of questions including some based upon the Qur’an and the Bible.
For some it revealed the depth of their ignorance of sacred texts; others were able
to retire to bed in the smug satisfaction that their knowledge was second to none.

Saturday 15th March
Introduction and aims for the day:
Julia Ipgrave eloquently opened the conference when she outlined its genesis and
introduced those involved in its planning and execution. She explained that there
were three key aims:
ÀÀ A social aim - bringing people together to share and talk and just ‘be’
ÀÀ A professional aim of discussing pedagogic issues that concern us all
ÀÀ A faith aim which would allow us openly and honestly to discuss what it is 		
like for those of faith working in a secular environment
These aims, she explained were not mutually exclusive but ought to be intertwined.
The conference provided a packed programme but hopefully it would be ‘a taster
for a future day.’
Trevor Cooling, Director of the Transforming Lives Project then introduced his ‘Teachers Transform Lives’ DVD, an interactive toolkit for churches and Christian groups
(www.transforminglives.org.uk). He argued that if you want to encourage people
of faith to join the teaching profession, you need to give them religious reasons
for becoming teachers. He believed that there was hostility in certain quarters to
raising issues of faith. A recent Teachers’ TV programme, for example, was in no
way sympathetic to faith perspectives. Conference participants then enjoyed some
clips from the DVD which, although targetted at a Christian audience, resonated with
Muslims in equal measure. The clips were designed to stimulate discussion about
the role of faith in a vocational setting; how one can bring the distinctiveness of faith
to your work; how we relate to our multifaith world. A key question posed was how
Muslims might use the central messages. Trevor ended by quoting Ben Slater when
he declared that the time had come to ‘challenge accepted beliefs about the curriculum.’
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Group discussions: issues and challenges facing teachers of faith
in secular settings
Participants divided into four mixed groups. Jointly facilitated by a Christian and a
Muslim colleague, they were asked to consider the following 3 key questions:
1. Does your faith have any part in your professional role?
2. Does your faith affect your relationship with those with whom you work?
3. Do your ever feel there are tensions between your faith and your professional role?
Unsurprisingly, responses varied according to the individual, the institution in which
they worked and the attitude of the senior management team. Responses can be
clustered in terms of individual and institutional issues.
Individually colleagues felt that:
•
•
•
•
•

•
•

Their faith was a key part of their identity as it provided a supportive background
They often needed to be quite sensitive about how explicit they were in letting pupils
know they were Christian or Muslim
There was a fear that in being too explicit you might be considered as ‘preaching rather
than teaching’
It was not the individual’s role to evangelize
It was sometimes easier to teach faiths other than one’s own, as colleagues did not
want to personalize the issues for fear they might misuse, or be accused of misusing
their power
Teachers and assistants of faith had a different way of seeing humanity; they were not
overly target driven and were often more concerned with the whole child
If we are comfortable with our faith then the children we teach are more comfortable
about it
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Colleagues believed that there were a range of societal and institutional issues that
needed to be addressed:
•

•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The general societal position was one of default atheism i.e. children and young people
were assumed to be without faith in secular schools. The institutional ethos often discouraged pupils from openly declaring and discussing their faith
If people of faith don’t express their faith, it simply reinforced the default atheism position
The belief that a secular neutral humanist position promotes tolerance and understanding
was a myth. The key question was, ‘how can schools effectively use the good values that
underpin faiths, especially ‘if they consider religion is rubbish?’
People of faith were often quiet in secular settings because they did not want to give
offence, nor did they want to use their ‘power’ to influence young people
There was little difference between the Christian and Muslim experience
The real challenge was to create a culture of openness to encourage pupils to reflect;
especially as there were a number of core values that we can commit to as people of faith
Teachers and assistants of faith ought to be championing pupils of faith so that they
felt comfortable to take an overtly faith stance
People of faith in secular settings must model behaviours, must live their faith in an
open manner to stimulate debate and reflection; they must model ‘open-minded passion’
The Government should be more explicit in its support for the faith position and not
simply concentrate on issues of ethnicity.
‘Children don’t care what you know, but want to know you care’

Key Note Speeches: Calling and Service
Rupert Kaye and Rukhsana Yaqoob jointly planned, delivered and facilitated the
hugely enjoyable keynote, ‘Calling and Service’ the aims which were to enable us as
Christians and Muslims to:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Celebrate and be positive about the ‘added value’ that the faith dimension gives us in school
Share and explore aspects of faith together
Maintain the integrity and moral purpose of our faith in a secular environment
Have time to reflect upon on own professional identity and practice

Through a combination of personal reflection on their teaching careers and the
recounting of some very moving stories of their own schools’ contexts, Rupert and
Rukhsana managed to achieve all these aims using humour and empathy to their
best effect. Rukhsana spoke of ‘the lack of a moral compass’ in so many of our
contemporary students and the need to break down stereotypes of what a person of
faith was in a school. Both stressed the importance of their faith and briefly analyzed
the nature of knowledge in both Christianity and Islam. Rupert related two very telling
stories of his experiences with a year 6 class which contained a number of Muslim
pupils. After the horrors of 9/11 several Muslim girls felt that he would no longer wish
to teach them because of what had happened. Another group once asked him if he
was a Muslim, ‘because he was the only white teacher who talked about God.’
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That perhaps was their central message: that teachers of faith must not be silent,
must live their faith in the secular setting in which they found themselves, and must
be open and honest about their beliefs.
As part of this interactive session, participants were asked to write on post-its one
positive thing they felt about the conference, and to write something good about
their teaching. The results in themselves are moving. An edited list of responses is
found below.

One positive thing about the conference
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33

Being able to discuss things within a faith context.
Many colleagues wrote of simply meeting and sharing with such wonderful and like		
minded people.
Meeting and working with new colleagues.
Meeting a young Muslim Maths teacher with whom it was easy to get along.
Meeting others whose faith is pivotal to who they are and what they do.
Meeting others in a similar professional role from a different faith tradition.
Actually discussing with Christians and Muslims the place of faith groups.
The privilege of meeting and sharing with people from various backgrounds including		
committed Christians and Muslims and an Atheist, i.e. sharing our beliefs and journeys.
To start to understand how a person’s personal grounding affects their points of view.
Meeting Muslims who share my aspirations for integrating faith and teaching.
This conference has brought together those who place faith and education close to their lives.
To continue my learning about the importance of faith to people.
To mix among fellow humans with belief and not feel uncomfortable.
Meeting some lovely people – with similar views and experiences – from both faith groups.
As the conference develops I sense a greater buzz and feeling of confidence to discuss
share and be your faith self.
Being with those who have a passion about what they believe and wish to express		
that appropriately and positively.
Mutual respect and sharing of perspective on life, relationships and meaning.
Spiritually fulfilling.
Enjoying the sharing of faith with youngsters.
Encourage development of positive values.
Exciting ‘students’, teachers etc about the role of faith in education.
Being able to openly share and listen to faith-based values/opinions.
As a Muslim I feel very empowered and strengthened by talking to my Christian		
brothers and sisters and learning from them.
Gave an opportunity to interact with others faith and people of other faiths.
To be able to stop and think about the role of faith in school – there’s not time during
the week to reflect on what and why we are.
Opportunity to be open discussing faith stuff and networking.
The interaction with other people of faith and share experiences.
Being able to learn about faiths with those who practice.
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What is good about your school/teaching?
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33
33

I am able to broaden the children’s experience of life in a creative non-judgmental atmosphere.
I am passionate about people’s beliefs and why they have them. The school ethos		
encouraged this.
I’m able to develop relationships with individual children (support role) where they feel		
valued and secure and able to explore what they think, feel and believe.
I am able to give knowledge and understanding of religion to a diversity of pupils’ lives.
Take the kids on a learning journey, to explore their beliefs, values and relationships		
and to see their place in a global community.
My faith enables me to value children’s home cultures and beliefs, making them feel		
comfortable sharing them.
I get paid for having interesting discussions with lively young people and its different every day.
I am allowed to live my faith in action in my work. I have, Alhamdulliah, been able to		
concentrate my efforts on education and Islam.
Relationships with children, sharing happy and sad things and talking about their lives
The school values and encourages the spiritual journey of each child, and allows space
within the timetable for that.
Creating opportunity for Muslim pupils to understand and relate their faith and		
citizenship of the country.
My school is a school where people of faith are comfortable and proud, yet are also		
exposed to the diversity of other faiths or beliefs.
I get to talk about my faith as an educationalist day in day out.
My school is a kind of family community that actively values everyone.
Freedom to be myself.
Able to encourage the youth to empower themselves to make a difference in our society.
The ability to challenge the pupil’s own beliefs and moralities.
I have a role that means I learn and have my thinking challenged every day.
Enabling individuals to reach their potential – academically, socially, spiritually, and holistically.
Making a difference to young lives.
I was commended by an inspector for loving my students and them loving me (last Tuesday).

THE SCRIPTURAL REASONING SESSION
Samir Mahmoud and Sarah Snyder from Cambridge University explained the background to and point and purpose of a technique that was being increasingly used
between faiths: scriptural reasoning. The technique is essentially very simple as it
brings together people who believe that God speaks through the scriptures and that
by discussing scriptural passages with other faith believers we all come to greater
knowledge and understanding of God. The ground rules are equally simple:
•
•
•
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Chosen passages are recited in the original language and then in English
Discourse centres on the text themselves and participants keep returning to the centrality of the words to seek clarification
Views are personal and participants do not answer on behalf of their traditions

Samir and Sarah then took a passage from the Bible and
discussed it together, and then a passage from the Qu’ran.
Colleagues were extremely interested in scriptural reasoning and
raised the key question as to how it would work in a school
context. As the session was relatively short participants were
provided with a copy of ‘How to pitch a tent: beginners guide
to scriptural reasoning,’ published by St. Ethelburga’s Centre for
Reconciliation & Peace (www.scriptural reasoning.org).

WORKSHOPS
Colleagues had the opportunity to attend two of the four workshops. A brief analysis of their content follows.
Workshop One: Faith Based Approaches to Good Discipline and Effective Classroom
Management - facilitated by Rupert Kaye
Rupert talked colleagues through his approaches which he summarized into nine tips
and which were considered so useful that they are printed below in their entirety.
1. REMEMBER … God is in charge
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ

Be obedient to what God has called you to do
Pray and meditate on Scripture
Use your own God-given gifts and talents to full effect
Draw upon the God-given gifts and talents of others

2. REMEMBER … God created everyone
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ

Every pupil
Every colleague
Every parent
Everyone has the potential to change and grow

3. TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR WHAT HAPPENS IN YOUR CLASSROOM
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ

Don’t let a few disruptive pupils dictate what happens
Choose to teach
Choose to be positive
Choose not to lose your temper

4. SMILE AND STAY ENERGIZED
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ

Model joyfulness at every opportunity
Be happy, positive and encouraging
Use humour to enhance learning and diffuse difficult situations
Eat well, sleep well and aim to start everyday feeling refreshed
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5. CALL PEOPLE BY NAME
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ

Let individuals know they matter to you
Show interest in their interests and concerns
Make time for them
Be a friend to those who have no other friends

6. BE FAIR, FIRM, CONSISTENT, HONEST AND HUMBLE
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ

Have high expectations and stick to them
Set clear boundaries for everyone
Enforce school/class rules and use agreed sanctions and rewards
Whenever possible, let the punishment fit the crime
If you get something wrong … apologise

7. FOCUS ON GOOD LEARNING AND GOOD BEHAVIOUR
ÀÀ Accentuate the positive – begin each lesson by saying what successful learning and		
behaviour will look and feel like
ÀÀ Don’t assume that because Sharon disrupted your class everyday last week, she will
disrupt it today
ÀÀ Give quiet words of affirmation; a smile; a wink; a thumbs up
ÀÀ Deal with disruptions with as little interruption to learning as possible

8. ENCOURAGE A SENSE OF COMMUNITY AND SHARED ENDEAVOUR
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ

Talk to pupils/parents/staff in terms of ‘we’, ‘us’ and ‘our’
Create rewards and sanctions for groups and whole classes
Let pupils know you expect them to celebrate each other’s successes
Let pupils know you expect them to help and encourage each other

9. REWARD INITIATIVE, KINDNESS AND HARD WORK
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
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Create a clear classroom ethos or culture which values these things
Explain to pupils exactly what you are looking for
Show and tell pupils each time someone does this
Make sure you model these things yourself

Workshop Two: Faith in the National Curriculum - facilitated by Trevor Cooling
The introductory activity was to examine a poster produced by the Australian government to promote the shared values of being an Australian
citizen. Participants critiqued this and concluded it was not neutral in
that it ignored non-white cultures, female perspectives and took no account of religion. Trevor then told the group the story of the fishermen
of Misali to illustrate how religious values (in this case Islamic) can be
very important in motivating people to contribute to shared futures as
citizens. (http://www.arcworld.org/news.asp?pageID=70)
Participants then spent some time examining the secular idea that the
curriculum is founded on neutral shared values. Trevor contested this
and offered various reasons why it wasn’t true. They looked at the
School Curriculum Assessment Authority (SCAA) definition of spirituality
and noted that according to it the perpetrators of the Columbine massacre
were spiritual. The SCAA definition gave no orientation to spirituality.
Trevor suggested a better model for understanding shared spiritual values was that
of overlapping belief systems rather than a neutral, religion free domain. Scriptural
Reasoning was a great model for understanding how religious faith and the shared
spiritual values of the curriculum interact. Participants then looked at what this
might mean in practice by looking at how an idea like creator God might figure in
science teaching. Trevor pointed out that current government guidelines relegate
any God language in relation to the natural world to RE.
Trevor used some work from Tom Wright using the analogy of an unfinished Shakespeare play to illustrate how the Bible can act as an authority in a Christian’s life.
Participants talked about how this might apply to a specific example of a teaching
situation in biology and discussed whether this would work for applying the Qur’an.
The closing comment was simply to stress that
shared spiritual values in the curriculum should
not be treated as neutral but we should be exposing their faith basis. The Misali fisherman show
how a distinctive faith commitment contributes to
the common good, something the secular world
finds hard to understand as it always expects distinctive religious faith to be tribal.
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Workshop Three: Spiritual Education: Making It Work For You - facilitated by Maurice
Irfan Coles
Maurice, at pace, offered participants no more than a quick taste of spiritual literacy
in which he hoped that colleagues might become a little clearer as to the meanings
of this concept. Colleagues began by undertaking a fun spiritual checklist designed to
highlight the key concepts whilst stressing that such checklists are not ‘scientific’ at all.
Colleagues shared something of their own understandings and practices and agreed
that often mainstream adherents in both faiths could be very suspicious of their own
spiritual and mystical traditions. Maurice gave some examples of how schools were
attempting to meet their statutory requirements to develop spiritual needs and referred
colleagues to his work ‘Faith, interfaith and cohesion: the education dimension
which can be found on the Institute of Community Cohesion’s website
(www.coventry.ac.uk/researchnet/icoco/toolkits/faith).
In essence, Maurice argued that there was no accepted definition of spiritual literacy and education but it was not about being religious nor was it culture dependent.
For Maurice it was normally associated with the following areas:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

The Big Picture: addressing problems of meaning?			
Why am I different?							
Does God exist?							
What religion is God?
Problems of values and principles:					
What are my values?							
Why don’t we all share the same values?				
Where does my conscience come from?
Life vision and purpose?						
What should I do with my life?					
What are my goals?
Compassion								
Understanding yourself and others.					
Developing a high degree of reflective self-awareness.
Give and Receive! Charity and Gratitude				
Breathe in (gratitude) breathe out (charity)
Laughter
Childlike qualities:							
Innocent, cheerfulness, joyfulness, spontaneously, enthusiasm
The power of ritual
Developing a peaceful environment
The Power of Love.

(Based upon Tony Buzan’s, ‘The Power of Spiritual Intelligence’.)
For Maurice, teaching was essentially a spiritual act because the best teaching and
learning involved at different times some, or all of the ten areas.
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Workshop Four: Faith and Citizenship - facilitated by Julia Ipgrave
In an interactive and enjoyable session Julia led the discussion on the linkages between faith and citizenship. In groups colleagues were required to create an agreed
statement about the relationship between these two crucial concepts. Julia used the
Epistle to Diognetus as a key stimulus to debate the role for people of faith in society.
She argued that there were three roles:
ÀÀ The Persecuted – who were in need of acknowledgment, inclusion and respect;
ÀÀ The Leaven - who received recognition of the their positive contribution to			
community living; and
ÀÀ The Visionary – who developed aspirations for an ideal society.

She exemplified each of these roles using a range of images including Martin Luther
King, the Ummah, Robert Owen’s Utopia and the Ideal City.
Workshop Five: Controversial Issues facilitated by Lubna Lone and Nawashish
Bokhari
A controversial issue was defined as one about which there is no fixed or universally held point of view. Such issues are those which commonly divide society and
for which significant groups offer conflicting explanations and solutions (The Crick
Report, para.10.2)
Using this definition as their baseline, participants identified the following as issues
that were likely to cause controversy:
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz
zz

Homophobia and gay issues which could cause conflict with members of both faith groups
Racism centred upon a view of being English which might mean being both white and		
possibly professing a Christian faith
Generational conflict especially when related to parental views
Gender issues in particular the position of girls
Stem cell research
The principle of evolution and how both faith positions might address these
The lack of teacher understanding of the culture(s) that pupils bring to school
Linguistic issues related to the use of home/community languages being spoken in school
Dress codes and the principle of Islamic modesty
The whole issue of faith schools and academies
Dealing with issues of terror
Dealing with issues of British foreign policy
Dealing with issues of immigration and asylum
How schools deal with controversial issues themselves
How schools encourage a culture of openness to freely discuss and live one’s faith
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PART THREE: WHAT
DID PARTICIPANTS
FEEL ABOUT THE
BELIEF AND BEING
IN SCHOOL
CONFERENCE?
The Evaluations

T

he evaluations were overwhelmingly positive. 100% of the respondents believed
that the conference was good or excellent, 80 % of these ticked the’ excellent’
box. For many the conference raised issues that they had not necessarily considered
in any depth previously. The following were typical of received comments which
raised a number of issues including:
ÀÀ Bringing faith to bear on institutional practices, and the idea that includes the		
curriculum as well as my personal teaching.
ÀÀ The impact that Christians and Muslims can have by working together.
ÀÀ Scriptural Reasoning and how it might be applied in a school context.
ÀÀ The tremendous potential for engagement and enlightenment of events such as this.
ÀÀ The place of people of faith in a secular world – “we need not be apologetic.”
ÀÀ The role of teachers as facilitators and fellow learners in developing beliefs.
ÀÀ ‘How I can use my faith positively in teaching.’

For others, these issues had been ‘on their mind previously,’ but ‘I have not considered them in the company of Muslims’. ‘It has helped me to explore in depth’, and
‘it was fascinating to see the similarity of issues between both faiths’. Everybody
appeared to have enjoyed the conference enormously and many were kind enough
to comment on the excellent facilities and superb organization.
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Special praise was meted out to the keynote duo, Rupert and Rukhsana who cleverly co-constructed and jointly presented the “Calling and Service” using their own
personal backgrounds, practices and faith inspired perspectives they provided an
interesting and an inspirational insight into “Calling and Service”.
The Scriptural Reasoning session was generally very well received with colleagues
demanding more time to explore the methodology in depth. Time, or more precisely, a lack of it, was a common critical evaluation theme. ‘Please extend the time’
pleaded one respondent, ‘a longer conference would be appreciated’.
‘Please have an in-depth following conference’, said another. ‘Make it much longer’,
said a third. ‘Each session felt like it was just getting going when we had to stop’.
The general cry was for more conferences, with perhaps less issues, longer workshops with more in-depth discussions. One participant boldly suggested ‘that now
we have started to see what unites us we could explore the possibility more contentious issues…’
Many came to the same conclusion: hold similar events at a local level, involve
more members, more similar events. One participant was particularly precise on
these suggestions.
‘Pity that there weren’t more ordinary young teachers of faith able to come. Longer
lead time? Better publicity? More commitment in advertising and pushing from those
of us in the know.’
For all respondents the direction of travel appeared clear:
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ
ÀÀ

Have a dedicated website
Use feedback as a way of bringing about change
Develop Scriptural Reasoning in-depth
Have some “deep dive” sessions
Publish a report and disseminate it widely
Have a number of local conferences that bring together Christians				
and Muslims in forums like these
ÀÀ Widen the net to include group like Race Equality Councils

The last words, however, are reserved for two teachers. The first, who
was just starting out on her career wrote, ‘I hope this will be the first
of lots of similar things which I will be involved in.’ the second, more
experienced, spoke for many when she argued that, ‘I came home
feeling like a Christian teacher but also a teacher of faith. I would like
to discuss ways of affirming my Muslim students’ faith in a Church of
England school and look at barriers to and solutions for integration.’
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PART FOUR:
RECOMMENDATIONS
AND NEXT STEPS
M

aurice Irfan Coles and Julia Ipgrave facilitated the last session of the day. Maurice began by individually praising and thanking each of the planning group
and facilitators in turn. That the conference had been so successful was, he argued,
in no small measure due to them. It was, he continued, also in great measure due
to the openness, warmth and spirit of generosity displayed by all the 46 participants. Conference unanimously endorsed these views.
Maurice then sought recommendations from the floor. Colleagues participated in an
unmediated ‘brainstorm’ of ideas. These, and the recommendations made in participants’ evaluations, are clustered below in terms of recommendations to central and
local government; to the Training and Development Agency; and to the Christian
Muslim Forum itself.
1) Recommendations to central and local government
• The subsidy, made possible by the FCCBF grant was considered invaluable.
Indeed many colleagues would not have been able to attend if full costs were
charged. Government should be encouraged to fund follow-up conferences
nationally, and to fund local extensions; and
•

Local Standing Advisory Councils for Religious Eduction (SACRE) should be
encouraged to put on similar events, perhaps with help and support from the
Forum. A good starting point would be to approach the National Association of
SACREs (NASACRE).

2) Recommendations to the Training and Development Agency (TDA)
• The thread of teacher and assistant education ran through much of the
discussions. It was generally felt that the education workforce was ill-equipped
to cope effectively with issues of faith, both in terms of their knowledge and
understanding of the faith in schools, but also in terms of attitudes. The
TDA should be encouraging teachers of faith to live their faith in action in our
secular schools, not in terms of preaching but rather in terms of modeling
behaviours and, where appropriate, using their faith based values in the
classroom; and
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•

The TDA should be encouraged to discuss and challenge the implicit position of
‘default atheism ‘as the model for young people in our secular schools.

3) Recommendations to the Christian Muslim Forum for their consideration
• There should be more events like this one, both on a national and local level.
Local events might well attract junior and younger staff who may have been
daunted by travel and time factors;
•

The event should be longer - colleagues felt the discussions and workshops
were not long enough. Two full days might be a better option;

•

More time should be provided for in depth, ‘deep dive’ sessions;

•

A deeper, follow-up session(s) on Scriptural Reasoning should be considered;

•

The friendly networks and relationship begun in at the conference should continue electronically both via the e-mail and via Facebook (www.facebook.com –
register as a user and then go into ‘groups,’ then into Christian Muslim forum);

•

A crèche would allow those with young children also to attend;

•

The Christian Muslim Forum should discuss the possibility of extending the
remit to include those of the Jewish and other faiths;

•

We should offer a seminar on ‘respect’ and other common values;

•

We should construct more ways to share understanding of each other’s faith,
including also an ‘any questions/ FAQs’ type format; and

•

We should return to the Christian Muslim Forum with our recommendations that
would hopefully endorse these suggestions and in turn would make recommendations to central and local government.
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CONCLUSION
M

aurice Irfan concluded the conference by briefly summing up. He, on behalf of
the planning group, warmly thanked all those involved in running this hugely
successful conference. He offered thanks, peace and blessings to all participants.
This conference, he argued, has brought us all together in a spirit of harmony and
mutual respect. It has been a wonderful time of spiritual sharing, of being vulnerable and taking risks. It has permitted us all, in a very safe space, to reflect upon
our shared moral purpose, on our dual roles as teachers and faith adherents. For
Maurice the conference was not a one off but part of a wider strategy to applaud
and bring together all people of faith with a shared sense of purpose. He concluded
by saying that:
‘What unites us is greater than what divides. The biggest challenge we have is increasing secularism, though I am always optimistic…the state has acknowledged the
acceptability of the role of faith in society and is encouraging faith groups to build
their own capacity…a successful conference like this, bringing together Christians
and Muslims in harmony with a shared agenda gives the lie to Enoch Powell’s dire
predictions of 40 years ago when he foresaw disharmony and discord. That Christians and Muslims can work so well together for me clearly indicates that we have
come from ‘rivers of blood’ to ‘rivers of love.’
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APPENDIX
LIST OF DELEGATES
Name

Organisation

Occupation

Ahmet Muharrem Atlig

Peckham mosque weekend school

Imam

Alaine Louise Sheppard

Bishop Perowne CE College

TA (5 years) MFL teacher (16 years)

Anne Moseley

Clinton Primary School

Teacher

Carol Gresty

Ladybridge High

Teaching Assistant

Cavan Wood

Oakmeads Community College

Teacher

Dorothy Mead

Trinity Catholic School

Teacher

Dr Arthur John Jones

Education Impact

Education consultant

Dr Rebecca Nye

Anglia Ruskin University Faculty of Education Academic and Consultant in Spiritual Ed.

Geoffrey Frederick Coggins

Formerly at Goldsmiths College

Retired

Helen Everett

Institute of Education

PhD Student

Jackie Gooding

Tower Hamlets College

Teacher

Jeanette Khan

Shibden Head Primary

Student Teacher

John Shoreland

n/a

Assistant Editor

Joy Barrett

Matthew Arnold and Gosford Hill

Julia Ipgrave

Oxford Brookes University

Academic

Julian Bond

Forum

Administrator

Khalid Mahmood

SDSA Islam and Citizenship Education Project

Project manager (ICE)

Kimberley Anne Rayson

The Rackham

Lil Hassan Abdo

Thomas Knyvett College

RE Curriculum Leader

Malcolm John Oliver

Unity College

Minister of Religion

Maurice Irfan Coles

Christian Muslim Forum

Education Consultant

Ms Lubna Lone

Empower Teachers

Projects Manager

Muhammad Abdullah

Roehampton University

Student Teacher in Religious Education

Nawazish Bokhari

MTA

Retired headteacher

Pam Spurling

Ladybridge High

Teacher

Paul B Newbould

Minchinhampton School

Teacher/ Advisor

Rachel Richardson

Queen’s Drive Infants School

Teacher

Rafidah Al-zeer

Ellen Wilkinson School for Girls

Teacher

Raymond Mitchell

Bottisham Village College

Rosemary Boast

Longsands College

Teacher

Rukhsana Yaqoob

Muslim Teachers Association

Minority Ethnic Achievement Programme
(Regional Adviser)

Rupert Kaye

Association of Christian Teachers

Chief Executive

Samir Mahmoud

University of Cambridge

PhD Research student

Sandra Herbert

Christian Muslim Forum

Media Consultant

Sarah Snyder

University of Cambridge

PhD Research - Inter Faith Teacher

Steven Longden

Christian Muslim Forum

Director

Tasneem Rahman

Sarah Bonnell School

Teacher

Chaz Cordingley

The Westwood School

Teacher

Trevor James Cooling

Stapleford Centre

Education Consultant

Usman Sheikh

Christian Muslim Forum

Volunteer

Khatija Barday-Wood

Northamptonshire Muslim Women’s Network

Ian Brocklehurst

Peace Makers TV

Dr Asif Khan

School Governor

Mrs. Salima Burney

School Governor
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T

he Christian Muslim Forum is built on friendship between a group of Christians
and Muslims, showing how faith is a catalyst for good relationships. This friendship began with a small group of Muslims and Christians working on the Archbishop
of Canterbury’s Initiative in Christian-Muslim Relations. This grew from Archbishop
Carey’s comments in 1997, “For the sake of the health of this country, we need to
find ways in which members of our two communities can meet regularly together
in a more structured way than has been possible up to now.” His remarks were
received warmly and positively by leaders of the Muslim community, leading to the
Initiative’s Listening Exercise between 2002 and 2004 and the official launch of the
Forum in January 2006.
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London
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